James Fisher Offshore
SUBSEA CUTTING, DEMOLITION AND RECOVERY

James Fisher Offshore (JFO) are uniquely able to offer our customers a “one stop shop”
for all their subsea cutting requirements. We have an extensive range of equipment
in-house and work collaboratively with carefully selected partners for externally sourced
equipment to provide the complete package from a single source.

GLOBAL SUPPORT
Offices in UK, Malaysia and USA

JFO can offer the right tool for the job, configured correctly for the task in hand. Our engineers
have the breadth of experience that enables them to advise the most efficient methodology and
select the correct equipment whatever the cutting scope, from decommissioning of large
structures to cutting wire ropes, umbilicals or flowlines.
Our multi-skilled and experienced technicians are mechanically/hydraulically trained and have
Rigger certification adding value and flexibility to our clients not only for the specific equipment
element, but the complete scope of works.

Operational bases in Nigeria, Dubai and Australia

A FLEET OF

OVER

350

TOOLS

OVER

1600
CUTS

TO DATE

DIAMOND WIRE SAW

DIAMOND WIRE SAW TRACK RECORD (including but not limited to)

Year

Scope of Work

2014

Pipe

JFO hydraulic diamond wire cutting equipment
has been designed and manufactured to excel
in safety, quality, durability and ease of use, to
ensure total customer satisfaction.

2014

Multistring pipe

Location

Water depth (mtr)

Number of cuts

Onshore Trial

n/a

4

Onshore Training

n/a

1

2015

Piggy back pipeline spools

Ivory Coast

1200

2

2015

Piggy back pipeline spools (phase 2)

Ivory Coast

1200

2

2015

Piggy back pipeline spools (phase 3)

Ivory Coast

1200

2

2015

Ballast Chain

North sea

160

1

The JFO Diamond Wire Saw (DWS) range
has been specifically designed for subsea
pipe cutting operations of varying materials
and thickness.

2015

Pipeline spools c/w piggy back and coating

North Sea

30

220

The saw uses a continuous loop of diamond
cutting wire, together with a hydraulic drive and
feed system to advance the wire into the work
piece. Cutting wire, when used on a work piece
made up of differing materials and thicknesses
will have optimum cutting perfomance compared
to that of a conventional bandsaw blade. The wire
is also less likely to bind if the work piece bends
or pinches the cutting wire. The JFO DWS range
has been specifically designed for subsea
cutting applications where wire cooling is not an
issue, however it can be used for non-subsea
applications, if an adequate coolant supply and
additional machine support is available.

2016

Piles

Egypt

100

1

2016

Mooring chain

Onshore Trial

n/a

2

2016

Studless chain

North Sea

160

4

2016

Caisson

Trinidad and Tobago

100

1

2016

Flexible pipeline

North Sea

160

3

2016

Pipe

Asia Pacific

100

2

2016

Pipe

Onshore Trial

n/a

2

2016

Flexible pipelines

Argentina

70

22

2017

Pile

Onshore Trial

n/a

1

2017

Pile

North Sea

80

1

2017

Pipeline c/w coating

Mediterranean

60

1

2017

Pipeline c/w coating

Onshore Trial

n/a

1

2017

Bundle cut

Onshore Trial

n/a

1

2017

Bundle cut

North Sea

100

1

2018

38” External Pipe

Onshore Trial

n/a

1

2018

42” External Pipe

Onshore Trial

n/a

1

2018

Flexible pipeline

North sea

100

2

2018

Pile

North Sea

100

1

HYDRAULIC SHEARS

HYDRAULIC SHEARS TRACK RECORD (including but not limited to)

Year

Our market leading range of hydraulic shears, along with our engineering capabilities in
designing tailored tooling packages, provide a technically and commercially attractive contribution
to our customers operational methodologies.

Scope of Work

Location

Water depth (mtr)

Number of cuts

2013

Flexible Risers

North Sea

160

300

2013

Gas Pipeline

Holland

40

30

2013

Flexible Risers

North Sea

160

60

2014

Pipe

Asia Pacific

200

2

2014

Pipe

Onshore Trial

n/a

3

2014

Mooring chain

North Sea

150

3

2015

Pipe c/w concrete coating

Onshore Trial

n/a

40

2015

Multistring pipe

North Sea

300

3

2015

Pipeline/spools c/w piggy back and coating

North Sea

30

220

2015

Pipe c/w concrete coating

Onshore Trial

n/a

20

0015

Pipeline/spools c/w coating

North Sea

160

200

2015

Pipe

North Sea

80

2

2015

Ballast chain

North Sea

160

1

2015

Mooring chain

Asia Pacific

200

5

2016

Flexible Riser

Ivory Coast

1200

4

2016

Hex shaped concrete filled pile

2016

Pipe

2017

Bonded Epoxy

2017

Spool cut

North Sea

200

1

2017

Riser replacement

Ivory Coast

1000

22

Our versatile range of shears are capable of performing fast and efficient scrap cuts on a variety
of different grade materials of varying size and thickness.

2017

Umbilical and Flowline

North Sea

On Deck

60

2018

Pipe with grout coating

Onshore Trial

n/a

4

These tools can be hung in either the horizontal or vertical positions from the certified lifting
points, allowing for access in the most challenging of situations. The tools are supplied with a
remote stand allowing the operator to be clear of the tool when the cutting operation commences.

2018

Subsea wellhead structure

North Sea

143

32

2018

Flexible flowline jumper

North Sea

470

14

2018

Riser cut

2018

Pipe

JFO's subsea shears offer a versatile means of subsea cutting, from hand-held options through
to the 2510Te ‘Little Nipper’ for heavy duty cutting operations.

North Sea

14

40

Asia Pacific

300

2

North Sea

220

18

Thailand

50

18

UAE

18

90

REMOVAL AND RECOVERY

CUTTING SYSTEMS

JFO can offer a wide range of waterjet cutting
products which adopt the water abrasive
suspension (WAS) cold cutting process, in
which materials are cut with the aid of a high
pressure jet and sharp-edged garnet.
This WAS system is particularly suitable for:
•
•
•
•

Cutting for repairing pipelines, casings and
steel structures
Internal cutting of piles and wells
Dismantling of oil and gas platforms
External cutting of various objects

The WAS system enables the remote cutting
of objects with an operating distance of up to
1000mtr and in depths of 300mtr (underwater
application).
A typical JFO system contains the following
components:
• Abrasive Mixing Unit with high pressure
hoses and cutting nozle
• High pressure pump
• Cutting head with nozzle
• Manipulation system for the nozzle head
• Remote monitoring and verification system
(if required)

The Abrasive Mixing Unit mixes an adjustable
amount of abrasive, suspended in water from
a high pressure reservoir to a high pressure
water jet. This water andabrasive suspension
is pumped to the cutting nozzle via a high
pressure hose. The nozzle is manipulated
around/within the material being cut to the
desired distance/shape to achieve the cutting
requirement. The jet stream from the cutting
nozzle acts like a fluid grinding wheel resulting
in a safe cutting method suitable for hazardous
environments.
Our cutting capabilities can be further complemented
with a range of ROV and diver friendly DNV rated
subsea baskets and recovery grab spreads.
Suitable for removal and recovery of a variety of
subsea related materials including:
• Rock dump
• Pipelines
• Boulders
• Cables
• Concrete mattresses
• Grout bags
• Valves
• Timber

SUPPORT SERVICE

JFO is a market leader in the provision of equipment
and services. We possess significant project
delivery experience which allows us to react quickly
to fully support rapid mobilisation of critical projects.
This expertise, combined with integrated back deck
equipment spreads, helps to minimise POB and
optimise deck footprint while ensuring our
customers’ projects are delivered on time and to
budget.
JFO utilises its in-house expertise to fully
understand your requirements and design a solution
tailored to your specific offshore project’s application.
Project managers are fully embedded within your
project teams to ensure complete understanding of
applications and offshore scopes of work.
JFO’s team of dedicated multi-skilled offshore
technicians, based in both the UK and Malaysia,
provide local and international project support and
can mobilise at short notice. Our experienced and
skilled technicians have a proven track record with
operational and maintenance capabilities.

CASE STUDIES

Baobab, Ivory Coast
JFO successfully completed two scopes for the removal of
flexible riser sections on the Baobab field, offshore Ivory
Coast. Our expert subsea tooling technicians, utilising a
diamond wire saw, performed a series of complex cuts on
spool at 1200m water depth. Bespoke buoyancy framework
and pre-mob trials ensured seamless delivery on time and
within budget.
Premier Oil Balmoral, UKCS
JFO were pivotal to the successful cutting and removal of a
subsea wellhead protection structure in the Balmoral field.
Our 1950Te hydraulic shear completed 32 subsea cuts
ranging from 6.5” diameter to 36” diameter. The scope was
completed faster than expected with 4 x 30” cuts completed
within 12 hours. This time included deployment, cut and
recovery.

Lancaster EPS, UKCS
JFO supported our client with a spread of subsea boulder
clearance for a new field development. During the 37 day
campaign more than 7000 boulders were cleared with the
assistance of two JFO Technicians with Rigger Level 1
training.

Europe, Middle East & Africa

Asia Pacific

North Meadows
Oldmeldrum
Aberdeenshire
AB51 0GQ

PLO 209, Jalan Rasau, Block 12
Kompleks Perindustrian Tanjung Langsat
81700 Pasir Gudang
Johor, Malaysia

Tel: +44 1651 873932
Email: info@fisheroffshore.com

Tel: +60 197 228 744
Email: jfoasia@fisheroffshore.com

The Americas
6421 Cunningham Road
Houston
Texas
77041
Tel: +1 713 466 1233
Email: jfoamericas@fisheroffshore.com

www.fisheroffshore.com

